Same deal as <a href="/archive/705">my last post on Genesis</a>, only tonight, it's chapters 16 and 21.

<!--more-->

<b>Genesis 16. Iago: 0, Hagar: 1.</b>

I'm looking at the note I made in the margin of my NRSV upon reading Genesis 16:1-6. The note reads like this: "o man, so damn funny." Abraham's great conundrum is that he can't have kids by his wife Sarai. Sarai, in a fairly reasonable manner, suggests that her slave-girl Hagar be used by Abraham in order to perpetuate world over-population. Abraham accedes to this and uses Hagar in order to perpetuate world over-population. Hagar, upon conceiving, looks upon Sarai with contempt befitting such a useless woman.

Sarai gets a bit upset (er, is completely consumed by the Green Monster) and decides she's made a mistake. Only, instead of accepting the mistake, she takes it out on her husband, telling him that it's his fault Hagar looked upon her with contempt. He caused it, certainly, but the fault lies with the woman. Genesis 3 taught us that fairly succinctly.

It should be noted, at this point, that Sarai really should be thinking more about her role in causing her tantrum. Likely Hagar was picked up in Egypt back when Abraham effectively sold her to the Pharaoh. If Sarai had not said that she was Abe's sister, either he would have died (in which case Hagar would not have conceived by him) or he would have not sold her to the Pharaoh (in which case Hagar would not have conceived by him). I think Sarai's got some attitude problems... her whole laughing at God thing was <i>out of line!!</i>

Then Abe, in his constant struggle for keeping blame from touching him, informs Sarai that hey, Hagar is <i>her</i> slave and within her power. So Sarai kicks Hagar out, as if Hagar had any say in the matter. What? I thought she was a slave. And I thought Sarai made her to go sleep with Abe. Something's not clicking, and I think it's Sarai's brain.

Now some angel or something (not very well explained ever, THE angel of God or is it God or is it one of many or does anyone even care about my questions of number? Maybe it was fifteen-score Spartan Angels) comes to Hagar and asks her what she's doing out in the wilderness, which just isn't fair. God shouldn't ask questions. The word "testing" shouldn't be used in the Bible. Every question God ever asks is a test because God is omniscient (see Genesis 18 in which he knows that Sarai laughs a little silently). It's like God's playing with the map always visible against players affected by fog of war. They don't have a chance.

Anyway, God promises Hagar that he'll make her offspring prosper and all that, which is kind of redundant because he already told Abraham that and Hagar's son will be Abraham's son too. However God tells Hagar something he didn't tell Abraham—he tells Hagar the kid's future name (Ishmael) and that this kid will live "at odds with all his kin"—doesn't sound too pleasant, but eh, God's prediction is true, historically speaking at least. For some retarded reason or other, the so-called people of the book who are supposed to get along and praise the same prophets and God really don't like each other all that much. 

<b>Genesis 21. No words for Abraham and his thirteen verses of nothing.</b>

I wonder what happens when a hundred-year-old woman miraculously gives birth to a child. How would that hundred-year-old woman nurse for the child? How would she care for the child? What if, in a fit of Alzheimer's, she forgot about the baby for a few days?

I bet God didn't think of that.

Anyway, Sarai gets her kid (Isaac) and laughs and then says something pretentious about how other people should act upon finding out that she's had a kid. She just never stops. And so everyone is happy (except for possibly Isaac, because he's the product of semi-incest). Everyone is happy, that is, until Sarai remembers that Isaac is not Abraham's first-born. She lets her animalistic maternal instincts take over and <s>votes for Bush to bomb the hell out of the Middle East</s> tries to oust Hagar, again.

Abraham takes a moment to stop and say, "Hey, but my son Ishmael is supposed to be my heir!"

God tells him to obey his wife.
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Wait, come again?

God wipes humanity off the face of the Earth during Noah's time for a little fighting and some nephilim and now what, he's setting the stage for the Crusades and countless other meaningless exercises in genocide and war and hatred by telling Abraham 'yes, throw your wife's slave and your first-born son out of your house?'

And all because Sarai sees Ishmael and Isaac playing together, and gets a little ticked? I knew the Bible was hyperbolic in nature and that people writing a text meant to awe others into playing along aim for ridiculousness, but this is like, an extreme to end all extremes. Anyway, so Sarai is officially established as a psycho bitch, and what does that make God for siding with her?

...

So Abe sends Hagar out to pasture in the desert with Ishmael and only one water bottle. Hagar drinks but there're no free refills and she realizes that now she and Ishmael are gonna die. As they're dying, God comes to them and shows them the way to a well because he's tight like that. And psychotic.

Ishmael survives and Hagar gets him a wife from Egypt and supposedly he goes on to father a multitude. Ultra happy.

The rest of the chapter (21:22-21:34) is about Abraham's further dealings with Abimelech, the king he conned out of land, goods, and health back in Genesis 20. There doesn't seem to be anything significant aside from the translation note in my bible's footer: "Beer-sheba" means Well of Seven or Well of the Oath. If it can be translated as either, that means there's probably some relationship between the number seven and oaths. In which case it would make sense that seven is such an omnipresent number in the Bible.

(**insert mandatory lines about 'oh no, she's working just as intended' or 'no no no, this is the final product' or 'that's not smoke! it's <i>synergy!!</i>' or 'please, direct your attention <i>away</i> from the favorite wife, and to our <i>newest</i> product, the human sacrifice!')
